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Given an inner function % on the unit disk D, let K p% :=H
p & %z H p be the corre-
sponding star-invariant subspace of the Hardy space H p. We are concerned with
embedding theorems of the form K p%/L
q (+), where + is a measure on D, and some
related norm inequalities. In particular, assuming that % has a certain smoothness
property, we characterize the +’s such that every f # K 1% satisfies
\|D | f | q d++
1q
const |
D
| f | |%$| : |dz|,
where 1q< and 0<:<1. This result sheds some light on the nature of
Carleson-type measures for K p% .  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let D denote the unit disk [z # C: |z|<1], T its boundary, and m the
normalized arclength measure on T. Further, let H p (0<p) stand for
the usual Hardy class of holomorphic functions on D; we also treat H p as
a subclass of L p (T, m) and endow it with the natural L p-norm & } &p .
Suppose % is an inner function (i.e., % # H and |%(‘)|=1 for m-almost all
‘ # T ) and consider the subspace K 2% of H
2 defined by
K2% :=H
2  %H2. (1.1)
It follows from Beurling’s theorem (see [14], Chap. II) that (1.1) provides
the general form of a closed invariant subspace of the backward shift
operator S*: f [ ( f & f (0))z acting on H 2.
The following problem was posed by W. S. Cohn in [5]: Describe the
‘‘Carleson measures for K 2% ’’, i.e. the measures + on D for which
K 2%/L
2 (+). (1.2)
(Here and throughout, ‘‘a measure’’ means ‘‘a positive Borel measure’’.)
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Applying the corresponding norm inequality
& f &L2(+)const & f &2 , f # K 2% , (1.3)
to suitable test functions (reproducing kernels for K 2%), one obtains the
necessary condition
sup
‘ # D
(1&|%(‘)| ) |
D
1&|‘| 2
|1&z ‘|2
d+(z)<, (1.4)
as was pointed out in [5]. We also mention the following, formally weaker,
version of (1.4): For any = # (0, 1),
sup {|D
1&|‘|2
|1&z ‘|2
d+(z) : ‘ # D, |%(‘)|<==<. (1.5)
Thus, (1.3) O (1.4) O (1.5). It is not clear whether the reverse implications
hold true in general. The problem seems to be a hard one, and only partial
results have been known; see [3], [5], [6], [8], [10], [11], [13], [16],
[17].
In this paper we consider a related embedding problem for K 2% and solve
it for a certain class of %’s. The solution obtained sheds some light on the
original problem.
Our starting point is the following observation. Assume that % is not too
nasty, so that %$ # N (here N is the Nevanlinna class in the disk; see [14],
Chap. II, Sect. 5). It follows then (cf. [1], [4]) that, for almost any ‘ # T,
the radial limits lim r  1& f (r‘)= f (‘) exist for all f # K 2% and satisfy
| f (‘)|& f &2 |%$(‘)|12. (1.6)
Multiplying (1.6) by | f (‘)| and integrating against dm(‘) gives
& f &2|
T
| f (‘)| |%$(‘)|12 dm(‘),
and so (1.3) (which is equivalent to (1.2) by the Closed Graph Theorem)
implies the weaker inequality
& f &L2(+)const |
T
| f | |%$|12 dm, f # K 2% . (1.7)
The question of when (1.7) holds is interesting on its own, since the weight
|%$|12 seems appropriate when dealing with K 2% functions.
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The main result of this paper, stated as Theorem 2.1 below, says, in par-
ticular, that condition (1.5) (which was seen to be necessary for (1.3)) is
sufficient for (1.7), provided that %$ # N. Conversely, under a stronger
regularity assumption on %, we are able to prove that (1.7) implies (1.5).
Also, an example is furnished to show that for some nontrivial %’s the
‘‘strong’’ norm inequality (1.3) is actually equivalent to the ‘‘weak’’
inequality (1.7); the admissible +’s are then characterized by (1.4) andor
(1.5).
Finally, we go back to (1.2). Assuming now that %$ # 0<p<1 H p, we
prove that the necessary condition (1.5) (and hence also (1.4)) is ‘‘almost
sufficient’’ for (1.2) to hold; more precisely, we derive a weaker variant of
(1.2), with K 2% replaced by K
2
% & p>2 H
p. This can be viewed as a pertur-
bation of (or approximation to) the would-be equivalence relation
(1.2)  (1.4)  (1.5).
In fact, we study generalized versions of (1.2) and (1.7). Namely, we set
K p% :=H
p & %z H p, 1p
(when p=2, this definition agrees with (1.1)), and replace the relations
(1.2) and (1.7) by
K p%/L
q (+) (1.8)
and
& f &Lq(+)const | | f | |%$|: dm, f # K q% , (1.9)
respectively. Accordingly, we introduce appropriate changes to (1.3), (1.4)
and (1.5). Thus, the described portion of the results obtained corresponds
to the special case p=q=1:=2.
In Section 2 below, we state and discuss the general versions of our
current results on the embeddings (1.8) and (1.9). In Section 3 we cite a few
preliminary facts to be employed later, while the proofs of the theorems are
contained in Section 4.
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Given an inner function % and a number = # (0, 1), we introduce the level
set
0(%, =) :=[z # D : |%(z)|<=].
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Besides, we need the following
Definition 2.1. Let 0<:<1. We say that an inner function % is
:-regular if %$ # N and if there is a constant C>0 such that
|
T
|%$(!)|:
|!&z|
dm(!)
C
(1&|z| ):
for all z # D. (2.1)
Now we are in a position to state
Theorem 2.1. Let 1q< and 0<:<1. Given an inner function %
with %$ # N and a measure + on D, consider the following statements.
(i) sup
‘ # D
(1&|%(‘)| )(1&|‘| ): \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘|q+
1q
<.
(ii) For any (or some) = # (0, 1),
sup
‘ # 0(%, =)
(1&|‘| ): \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘| q+
1q
<. (2.2)
(iii) There is a C>0 such that every f # K 1% satisfies
\|D | f |qd++
1q
C |
T
| f | |%$|: dm. (2.3)
One always has (i) O (ii) O (iii). If % is :-regular, then (iii) O (i).
We proceed by discussing two examples.
(1) Let B=B[zj] be a Blaschke product whose zeros [z j] converge
nontangentially to some point ‘0 # T in such a way that
sup
j
1&|zj+1 |
1&|zj |
<1.
It is not hard to see that |B$(!)|const } |!&‘0 | &1 for ! # T"[‘0], while
for 0<:<1 one has
|
T
dm(!)
|!&‘0 |: |!&z|

C:
(1&|z| ):
, z # D.
It follows that B is :-regular for all : # (0, 1). A more general example is
given by %=B1B2 ...Bn , where each Bj is a Blaschke product of the above
type. Once again, we see that % satisfies (2.1) whenever 0<:<1.
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(2) Specifically, let 0<r<1 and consider the Blaschke product
B(z)= ‘

k=1
(1&rk)&z
1&(1&rk)z
.
As mentioned in [6], the level set 0(B, =0) is connected for some =0 # (0, 1),
and so the results of [5] apply to B. In particular, it follows that
K2B/L
2 (+) if and only if (1.4) holds for %=B. In fact, a closer look at
Cohn’s proof reveals that (1.5), with %=B and =>=0 , provides another
equivalent condition. On the other hand, since B is 12-regular, we can apply
the (ii)  (iii) part of our Theorem 2.1 with %=B, q=2 and := 12 . In this
case, (2.2) and (2.3) reduce to (1.5) and (1.7), respectively. Thus, combin-
ing the two results, we see that the ‘‘strong’’ and the ‘‘weak’’ norm
inequalities (1.3) and (1.7) are equivalent for the current choice of %.
Further, we point out a consequence of Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.2. Let 1p and p$ := p( p&1). If % is an inner
function with %$ # N and if f # K p% , then
& f &pconst |
T
| f | |%$|1p$ dm. (2.4)
A few remarks are in order.
(1) For p=1 the corollary is obvious, while for p=2 it was
explained in the Introduction; in both cases we may take const=1.
However, (2.4) seems to be less evident for other values of p.
(2) Let a # D. Setting
%(z) :=
z&a
1&a z
and f (z) :=
1
1&a z
(so that f # K % ), one easily computes that, for p>1, both sides of (2.4) are
comparable to (1&|a| )&1p$ as |a|  1&. Thus, the inequality is essentially
sharp.
(3) Let f # K % ; then f
n # K %n , as readily seen from the definition.
Applying (2.4), with f and % replaced by f n and %n, we get
& f &npconst \| | f |n |%$|1&1p dm+
1n
, (2.5)
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where const can be taken independent of n. In fact, the more general
inequalities
& f &qconst \| | f | r |%$| 1&rq dm+
1r
, (2.6)
where 1rq, are also true for non-integer r’s and can be derived
from (2.5). An alternative route to (2.6), and hence to Corollary 2.2, is
via Bernstein-type inequalities for K p% (see [12], p. 831) and Sobolev’s
embedding theorem.
(4) The natural analog of (2.6) holds true for f in K q%(C+) :=
Hq & %H q, where C+ denotes the upper half-plane, H q the corresponding
Hardy space, and % is an inner function on C+ . The integrals are now
taken over R. In the special case where %(z)=exp (iaz), a>0, we recover
the classical inequality
& f &Lq(R)const } a1r&1q& f &Lr(R) , 1rq
(see [15]) for an entire function f of exponential type a. In this connec-
tion, see also [9].
We conclude this section by stating another consequence of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.3. Let + be a measure on D, and % an inner function with
%$ # 0<#<1 H #. Given 1q<, consider the quantities
s=s(q) :=inf[ p # (1, ) : K p%/L
q (+)]
and
;=;(q) :=inf {: # (0, 1) : sup‘ # D (1&|%(‘)| )(1&|‘| ): \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘|q+
1q
<=
(if this last set is empty, it is understood that ;=1). One has then
s=1(1&;).
As an example of a % satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem, consider
a Blaschke product with zeros [zj] such that j (1&|zj | )$< for all
$>0 (see [2]). In fact, another result from [2] tells us that an inner func-
tion % with %$ # H12 must be a Blaschke product.
3. PRELIMINARIES
First, we recall some information on the so-called Carleson curves. This
is given as Lemma 3.1 below; see [14], Chap. VIII, for a proof.
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Lemma 3.1. Let % be an inner function, and let 0<=<1. There exists a
countable system 1=1= (%)= j #j of simple closed rectifiable curves #j in
D _ T having the following properties.
(a) The curves #j have pairwise disjoint interiors and satisfy
m(#j & T )=0 for all j.
(b) For some ’=’(=)>0, one has
’<|%(‘)|<=, ‘ # 1 & D. (3.1)
(c) The arc length |d‘| on 1 & D is a Carleson measure, i.e.
H1/L1 (1 & D, |d‘| ); moreover, the norm of the arising embedding operator
is bounded by a quantity M=M(=) depending only on =.
(d) For the suitable orientation of the curves #j , one has
|
T
F
%
d‘=|
1
F
%
d‘ \:=:j |#j
F
%
d‘+
whenever F # H 1.
Next, we cite a result from [7].
Lemma 3.2. Suppose % is an inner function, 0<=<1, and 1=1= (%) is
the same as in Lemma 3.1. Given f # K 1% , define g # H
1 by
g(‘) :=‘ f (‘)%(‘), ‘ # T. (3.2)
Then
f (z)=&
1
2?i |1
g(‘)
%(‘)
d‘
1&z‘
, z # D.
Lastly, we require the following fact (see Theorem 2.1 in [10]).
Lemma 3.3. Let % be an inner function with %$ # N, and let O be the outer
factor in the canonical factorization of %$. Then
1&|%(z)|2
1&|z|2
|O(z)|, z # D.
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is clear that (i) implies the ‘‘any’’, and hence
also the ‘‘some’’, version of (ii).
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We now assume that (2.2) holds for some fixed = # (0, 1) and derive (iii).
Let 1= 1= (%) be the system of Carleson’s curves associated with % and =,
as described in Lemma 3.1. Given f # K 1% , we define g # H
1 by (3.2) and use
Lemma 3.2 to write, for z # D,
| f (z)|
1
2? |1
| g(‘)|
|%(‘)|
|d‘|
|1&z ‘|

1
2?’ |1
| g(‘)|
|1&z ‘|
|d‘| , (4.1)
where ’=’(=) is the same as in Lemma 3.1.
(To justify the application of (3.1) above, note that property (a) from
Lemma 3.1 enables us to replace 1 := #j by 1 & D := #j & D .)
Applying Minkowski’s inequality in the integral form, we deduce from
(4.1) that
\|D | f (z)|q d+(z)+
1q

1
2?’ {|D \|1
| g(‘)|
|1&z ‘|
|d‘|+
q
d+(z)=
1q

1
2?’ |1 \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘|q+
1q
| g(‘)| |d‘|. (4.2)
In view of condition (2.2) and Lemma 3.3, we have, for ‘ # 0(%, =) and a
suitable C=C(=)>0,
\|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘| q+
1q

C
(1&|‘| ):

2:C
(1&|‘| 2):

2:C
(1&=2): \
1&|%(‘)|2
1&|‘| 2 +
:

2:C
(1&=2):
|O(‘)| : (4.3)
(here O is the outer factor of %$). In particular, (4.3) holds for ‘ # 1 & D.
We proceed by estimating the right-hand side of (4.2). Replacing once
again 1 by 1 & D and taking (4.3) into account, we get
|
1 \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘| q+
1q
| g(‘)| |d‘|
2:C
(1&=2): |1 | g(‘) O
: (‘)| |d‘|

2:CM
(1&=2): |T | gO
:| dm
=
2:CM
(1&=2): |T | f | |%$|
:dm. (4.4)
Here the last equality holds because | g|=| f | and |O|=|%$| a.e. on T, while
the previous step relies on property (c) from Lemma 3.1. Combining (4.2)
and (4.4), we arrive at (2.3). The implication (ii) O (iii) is thus established.
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Finally, we assume that % is :-regular and show that (iii) implies (i). To
this end, we fix ‘ # D and write down (2.3) with
f (z)=k‘ (z) :=
1&%(‘)%(z)
1&‘ z
.
(One easily checks that k‘ # K 1% . In fact, k‘ is the reproducing kernel in K
2
%
that represents evaluation at ‘.) For this choice of f, the left-hand side of
(2.3) is
(1&|%(‘)| ) \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘|q+
1q
,
while the right-hand side is
2C |
T
|%$(!)|:
|1&‘ !|
dm(!)
const
(1&|‘| ):
,
where we have used the :-regularity of %. The resulting inequality amounts
to (i).
Proof of Corollary 2.2. For p=1, (2.4) is obvious. Now let 1<p<,
and let mr be the normalized arclength measure on the circle [ |z|=r] with
0<r<1. For a suitable Bp>0, one has
\| dmr (z)|1&z ‘| p+
1p

Bp
(1&r|‘| )1p$

Bp
(1&|‘| )1p$
(4.5)
whenever ‘ # D, and so condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 is fulfilled with +=mr ,
q= p and :=1p$. Moreover, the supremum in (i) is Bp . Now Theorem
2.1 and its proof (where we currently put ==12) show that (2.3) holds
true with +, q, : as above and with C=ABp , where A>0 is some absolute
constant. Thus, for 0<r<1, we have
\|T | f (r!)| p dm(!)+
1p
ABp |
T
| f | |%$| 1p$ dm, f # K p% .
This proves (2.4) in the case 1<p<. Finally, observing that the best
constant Bp in (4.5) satisfies Bp  1 as p  , we derive the p= result
by a limiting argument.
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. If K p%/L
q (+) for some p # (1, ), then the
embedding operator must be bounded. Applying the arising norm
inequality to the reproducing kernel k‘ , one easily obtains
(1&|%(‘)| ) \|D
d+(z)
|1&z ‘|q+
1q

const
(1&|‘| ):
, ‘ # D, (4.6)
where
:=1&
1
p
. (4.7)
Conversely, if (4.6) holds for some : # (0, 1), define p by (4.7) and let
r>p. Using Theorem 2.1, part (i) O (iii), and Ho lder’s inequality, we get
\|D | f |q d++
1q
C |
T
| f | |%$| : dmC & f &r \|T |%$|:r
$ dm+
1r$
(4.8)
for any f # K r% . Since :r$=r$p$<1, the hypotheses of the theorem imply
that the right-hand side of (4.8) is bounded by a constant times &f &r ,
whence K r%/L
q (+).
Thus, given 1<p=1(1&:)<r<, we have established the implica-
tions
K p%/L
q (+) O (4.6) O K r%/L
q (+).
The desired relation s=1(1&;) now follows immediately.
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